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ABSTRACT	
  

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRADITIONAL CAMBODIAN VALUES AND
WOMEN IN POLITICS (WIP)
By
Chankanitha Vong
August 2012

The purpose of this study is to discover how traditional values, based on the Cambodian
women’s code of conduct – Chbap Srey (1959), are related to Cambodians’ attitudes
toward contemporary policies made to equalize gender in politics and gender equality in
general. Ideas of gender roles in governance are significantly different from culture to
culture. Incompatibility may occur when foreign concepts such as gender equality are
implemented in Cambodia, especially at the grassroots level. A survey of college students
was conducted to examine the relationships between traditional values and attitudes about
women in politics. The findings suggest that New Cambodian women can both follow the
code and make good policy.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Since the Cold War ended in 1991, international organizations have devoted a great deal
of financial and technical effort to assisting the post-conflict and third-world countries.
The Cold War brought destruction and poverty to these countries and this financial and
technical assistance was provided to help alleviate their hardship. At the same time, the
international community imposed its political ideology—democracy—on these thirdworld countries during their developing/reconstructing stage. The political and
administrative systems of those countries in general, as well as those in Asia and
Southeast Asia (SEA), have been influenced accordingly since then.
Political shifts and administrative reforms have taken place in Cambodia as well as other
SEA countries. Cambodia, since 1970, has made five political transitions—from being a
monarchy, to a republic, a genocidal regime, a Stalinist communist regime, and now a
democratic government (Kim 2007). Decentralization is one of the modern reforms the
Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) has made in order to reconstruct Cambodia and
bring sustainable development to Cambodia. Decentralization had been considered since
1994 and was put into effect in 2002 when the first commune/Sangkat council elections
took place. Decentralization, for Cambodia, is “the most fruitful and sustainable step
towards reconstructing a democratic state” (Joakim and Kim 2011).
It goes without saying that in order to reconstruct a real democratic state and fully obtain
sustainable development, the process of democratization requires women’s participation.
If the newly decentralized government is to prosper, there will need to be greater gender
equality. Global demand for gender equality has resulted in an international “regime”1 for
women. The international community recognizes that gender equality—especially in the
political sphere—is among one of the most effective ways to “combat poverty, hunger
and disease and to stimulate development that is truly sustainable,” (UN General
1	
  “Regime”	
  is	
  defined	
  as	
  “sets	
  of	
  implicit	
  or	
  explicit	
  principles,	
  norms,	
  rules,	
  and	
  decision-‐making	
  

procedures	
  around	
  which	
  actors’	
  expectations	
  converge	
  in	
  a	
  given	
  area	
  of	
  international	
  relations”	
  
Krasner,	
  S.	
  D.,	
  Ed.	
  (1983).	
  International	
  regimes,	
  Cornell	
  University	
  Press..	
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Assembly 2000, para. 20). Legal instruments and policies have been written by the
international community and introduced to an international arena where developing and
post-conflict countries are involved as well. International agencies, through their loans
and aid, have pushed those countries to adopt and implement the concept of gender
equality. Decentralization reform, together with gender equalization, is supported by
subsequent development funding from the democratic and developed world.
A number of issues that are key to inclusive and democratic governance in general, and
gender balance in the governance in particular, have run into resistance by longestablished local values and attitudes (Inglehart and Norris 2003). Women in Asia still
face gender inequality and gender discrimination in the social, economic, cultural, and
especially political spheres, due significantly to traditions and culture that favor men.
Although there is less “de jure gender discrimination”2, “de facto gender discrimination”3
still remains a challenge. In other words, even though many Asian states have become
party to women’s rights treaties and have stepped forward to pursue policies and
promulgate laws ensuring equality between men and women, most citizens in these
societies have not experienced gender equality. The most frequently identified challenge
to the implementation of policies and laws promoting gender equality in Asia is “the
persistence of gender-based stereotypes and discriminatory practices” (Linden, Hak-Su et
al. 2006, x), which include “entrenched attitudes and behaviors to gender roles” (Linden,
Hak-Su et al. 2006, xii).

Statement of Problem
Geographically located in Asia and culturally bounded by “Asian values,” (Donnelly
2003, 107), Cambodia is a prime example of gender inequality in governance. The RGC,
receiving loans and aid from the democratic and developed world directly or through
international institutions, has adopted and promulgated many international and national
legal instruments and policies that ensure gender equality in addition to administrative

2	
  “De	
  jure	
  gender	
  discrimination”	
  includes	
  “discriminatory	
  legal	
  provisions”	
  and	
  “provisions	
  with	
  

discriminatory	
  impact”	
  UNIFEM	
  Bangkok	
  CEDAW:	
  East	
  and	
  Southeast	
  Asia,	
  UNIFEM	
  Bangkok.	
  
3	
  De	
  facto	
  discrimination	
  includes	
  “unequal	
  treatment”	
  and	
  “unequal	
  opportunity”	
  ibid.	
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reforms. However, there are still problems of gender inequality when it comes to the
implementation of those instruments and policies because of preexisting social values in
Cambodian society (Maffii and Hong 2010). Many reports have indicated the
unsatisfactory progress the RGC has made with regard to gender equality in the political
sphere due in part to Khmer traditional gender roles/stereotypes (Bo 1997; Nguon 2000;
Chan and Chheang 2008; Maffii and Hong 2010).
There has been a good amount of literature about WiP-related issues in Cambodia and
most of them emphasize that Khmer culture, especially the traditional gender roles and
their related values, is resistant to gender equalization in Cambodia (Bo 1997; Nguon
2000; Chan and Chheang 2008; Maffii and Hong 2010). Traditional women’s roles fall
into three categories: comportment, activities, and sexuality. However, the literature does
not show how the values associated with traditional gender roles are related to attitudes
toward WiP policies. In short, there is plenty of research about general and cultural
challenges to the implementation of the WiP-related policies, but not about how they are
related. Therefore, there is a need to 1) uncover the dominant values that underlie these
attitudes and (2) identify how these values are associated with the attitudes that
Cambodians have toward gender equalization in the decentralized government.
Purpose
This study aims to answer the question, how are values related to the traditional women’s
code of conduct associated with attitudes toward WiP policies? Using two specific
measures of attitudes about WiP (attitudes about general equality policies and general
gender equalization), and the three categories of traditional values (comportment,
activities, and sexuality), I propose 3 hypotheses about the relationships between the
traditional women’s roles and attitudes toward WiP:
H1a: Values associated with comportment are related to more contemporary attitudes
towards gender equality policies.
H1b: Values associated with comportment are related to greater general support for
gender equalization.
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H2a: Values associated with the socially expected activities of women are related to more
contemporary attitudes toward gender equality polities.
H2b: Values associated with the socially expected activities of women are related to
greater general support for gender equalization.
H3a: Values associated with sexuality are related to more contemporary attitudes toward
gender quality policies.
H3b: Values associated with sexuality are related to greater general support for gender
equalization.
Significance of the Study
First, the results from this study may help social scientists and others who are interested
in WiP to better understand the relationship between traditional gender roles and WiPrelated policies. Second, this study could also help policy makers make better policy
regarding gender equality. This is because support for gender equality is not only a
consequence of democratization but also part of broad cultural change. Democratization
in Cambodia requires administrative reform from centralization to decentralization and
gender equality.
Permission to Conduct the Research
On February 22, 2012 full permission to conduct this research was granted by the
Committee on Human Studies (CHS) Program of the University of Hawai‘i after a review
of the research proposal received by the CHS on January 20, 2012.
Overview
In Chapter 2, I provide a background on the value, governance, and administration
systems, and gender issues that are related to Cambodian society’s attitudes towards
women’s political participation in the commune/Sangkat councils. In this chapter, I
define key terms in general as well as in the Cambodian context. I provide information
about: the specific context of the value system in Cambodia; definitions of governance,
including democratic governance and good governance; administrative reform, including
decentralization; and gender, including gender roles and culture. Then, I move on to talk
about contextual frameworks, which discuss in detail the policy and regulatory
4

framework for gender equality and customary law in Cambodia. Next, I describe the
theoretical framework of the study. The final section of this chapter briefly reviews
selected literature that is specific to women’s political participation in Cambodia.
Chapter 3 describes the research design and provides details on the participants, data
collection instruments, procedures, and data analysis of the research. I also describe why
I choose to use this design.
Chapter 4 indicates the findings of the research. I provide descriptive statistics about the
data. In this section, I utilize numerical measures of central tendency, such as means,
measures of variation tendency, and standard deviations to summarize and explore the
data. I also display important characteristics of the data in either graphs or tables where
appropriate. I conduct a factor analysis in order to derive principal components because it
is difficult although not impossible to conduct inferential statistic tests on the forty-one
elements in the questionnaire. Lastly, I conduct inferential statistic tests such as the t-test,
one-way ANOVA, and correlations.
In Chapter 5, I explain what the results mean and what the implications are. I explain
these results in accordance with the research question and the research hypotheses. Also,
implications are drawn based on the frameworks including the traditional women’s code
of conduct and WiP policies.
Concluding with Chapter 6, I make recommendations on the best approaches for meeting
the political and social needs of women’s participation in commune/Sangkat councils and
beyond. Additionally, I also identify areas in need of further research in addition to the
limitations of the current study.

5

CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Definitions
It is critically important to understand some key umbrella terms such as “values,”
“governance”, including “democratic governance” and “good governance”,
“administrative reform”, including “decentralization”, and “gender” including “gender
roles” and “culture.” It is also equally important to understand the terms in not only their
general context but also their local Cambodian context. All of these terms are interrelated
and interdependent; gender images influence the success of decentralization and
ultimately good governance to a great extent, which makes it critically important to study
and resolve gender inequality issues.
Even though literature on human values (Morris 1956; Pepper 1958; Maslow 1959;
Allport 1961; Smith 1963; Scott 1965; Rokeach 1973; Levy and Guttman 1974) indicates
many definitions of “values,” they all agree that human values can be described by five
common features. Values are “(a) concepts or beliefs, (b) about desirable end states or
behaviors, (c) that transcend specific situations, (d) guide selection or evaluation of
behavior and events, and (e) are ordered by relative importance” (Schwartz and Bilsky
1987, 551).
The second umbrella term is “governance”, which has two characteristics—“democratic”
and “good” governance. Governance can be defined as the mechanisms, processes, and
institutions of state authority, such as economic, political and administrative authority, to
manage common affairs at all levels through exercising a set of programs or
arrangements (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly 1995; Karns and Mingst 2010; United Nations
Development Programme 2011). Technically, governance has three dimensions:
economic4, political5, and administrative6 (United Nations Development Programme
4	
  “Economic	
  governance	
  includes	
  decision-‐making	
  processes	
  that	
  affect	
  a	
  country's	
  economic	
  
activities	
  and	
  its	
  relationships	
  with	
  other	
  economies”	
  United	
  Nations	
  Development	
  Programme.	
  
(2011).	
  "Governance	
  for	
  sustainable	
  human	
  development:	
  A	
  UNDP	
  policy	
  document."	
  Good	
  
governance	
  for	
  sustainable	
  human	
  development	
  	
  Retrieved	
  November	
  9,	
  2011,	
  from	
  
http://mirror.undp.org/magnet/policy/chapter1.htm.	
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2011). This study focuses only on administrative governance. In an ideal state, these
programs or arrangements must both reflect the interests and needs of their citizens and
groups and mediate differences between those various interests and needs. In other
words, ideally, desirable governance must be both “democratic” and “good”. Democratic
governance “moves beyond the mere procedures of democracy and the establishment of
democratic institutions” (United Nations 2011). It is therefore safe to say that
contemporary democratic governance should include inclusive ruling bodies which
include both men and women, representing the diverse interests of the entire society, with
respect for not only fundamental but political human rights. Modern democratic
governance also provides policy mediation between traditional and modernizing groups.
To put it simply, strong democratic governance must promote and integrate women in all
government levels. Good governance is, among other things, understood as “participatory”
and “equitable” (United Nations Development Programme 2011). It is governance that
can express the needs and concerns of all, including the poorest and the most vulnerable,
when it comes to decision-making, development and resource allocation (Council for
Administrative Reform (CAR)).
H.E. An SOK, senior minister and minister in charge of the Office of the Council of
Ministers and Chairman of the Council for Administrative Reform, while attending a
consultative group meeting held in Phnom Penh in 2002, highlighted that in order to
obtain democratic and good governance, the RGC started to include various reforms,
especially the administrative reforms in the first Governance Action Plan (GAP) (20012004) (CDC-CRDB (Council of the Development of Cambodia-Cambodian
Rehabilitation and Development Board) 2002). Decentralization was indicated in the first
GAP as an administrative reform. Decentralization occurs when administrative, fiscal,
and political functions and authority are transferred from a central government to a local
one (Caroline, Kim et al. 2004; Chan and Chheang 2008). The RGC adopted the
paradigm of decentralism with three objectives (Caroline, Kim et al. 2004). The first
objective was to promote pluralism to enhance political party collaboration, which was

5	
  “Political	
  governance	
  is	
  the	
  process	
  of	
  decision-‐making	
  to	
  formulate	
  policy”	
  ibid.	
  
6	
  “Administrative	
  governance	
  is	
  the	
  system	
  of	
  policy	
  implementation”	
  ibid.	
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necessary to remedy party conflicts resulting in civil war for decades in Cambodia. The
second objective was to promote local participatory development, which opened a
window for local ownership of development projects. The third objective was to ensure a
greater delivery of services to local citizens, which was deemed one of the critical
strategies to alleviate poverty. These objectives indicate that decentralization is a tool to
promote democratic and good governance. Decentralization has been one of the major
administrative reforms featured in the RGC’s reform program since 2002 (Council for
Administrative Reform (CAR)).
Eade and Williams (1995) describe gender as “the set of different roles and
characteristics which are considered appropriate to girls and to boys, and which vary
according to culture, ethnic identity, race, class, and age.” This is true in the Cambodian
context. Traditionally, and even currently, there is a set of expected behaviors indicated
in two codes of conduct—one for Cambodian men a.k.a Chbap Broh (1959) and the other
one for women a.k.a Chbap Srey (1959). These two codes teach Cambodian men and
women how to behave in an appropriately or socially accepted manner according to
Khmer values.
Contextual Frameworks
This section discusses in detail the policy and regulatory framework for gender equality
and customary law in Khmer literature, especially the Chbap Srey (1959) which is the
didactic codes for women. The Chbap Srey (1959) lists instructions and prohibitions that
apply to Khmer women, based on what the Khmer people think are important. These
values influence the implementation of policies about gender equality. The following
national legal frame and international treaties and conventions entail gender equality,
especially in the political sphere of the commune—a.k.a Women-in-Politics (WiP)
policies.
National Legal Frame
1. Constitution (adopted in 1993): The Constitution of Cambodia guarantees gender
equality in politics as well as in other aspects, especially in the following articles.
8

•

Article 31: “The State shall recognize and respect human rights as
stipulated in the United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the covenants and conventions related to human rights,
women’s and children’s rights. Every Khmer citizen shall be equal before
the law, enjoying the same rights, freedom and fulfilling the same
obligations regardless of race, colour, sex, language, religious belief,
political tendency, birth origin, social status, wealth or other status. The
exercise of personal rights and freedom by any individual shall not
adversely affect the rights and freedom of others. The exercise of such
rights and freedom shall be in accordance with the law.”

•

Article 34: “Khmer citizens of either sex shall enjoy the right to vote and
to stand as candidates for the election. Citizens of either sex of at least
eighteen years old, have the right to vote. Citizens of either sex of at least
25 years old, have the rights to stand as candidates for the election.
Provisions restricting the right to vote and to stand for the election shall be
defined in the Electoral Law.”

•

Article 35: “Khmer citizens of either sex shall have the right to participate
actively in the political, economic, social, and cultural life of the nation.
Any suggestions form the people shall be given full consideration by the
organs of the State.”

•

Article 36: “Khmer citizens of either sex shall have the right to choose any
employment according to their ability and to the needs of the society.
Khmer citizens of either sex shall receive equal pay for equal work. The
work by housewives in the home shall have the same value as what they
can receive when working outside the home. Every Khmer citizen shall
have the right to obtain social security and other social benefits as
determined by law. Khmer citizens of either sex shall have the right to
form and to be members of trade unions. The organization and conduct of
trade unions shall be determined by law.”

•

Article 45: “All forms of discrimination against women shall be abolished.
The exploitation of women in employment shall be prohibited. Men and
9

women are equal in all fields, especially in marriages and matters of the
family. Marriage shall be conducted according to conditions determined
by law based on the principle of mutual consent between one husband and
one wife.”
2. Law on Marriage and Family (adopted in 1989): The law also values the equality
between husband and wife in a family in all aspects, especially regarding joint
property and employment.
•

Article 29: “In a family, a husband and wife are equal in all aspects.”

•

Article 31: “A husband and wife have the rights to freely choose a job and
participate in political, cultural and social activities.”

•

Article 32: “A husband and wife have equal rights to use, obtain interests,
and manage the joint properties. Each of the spouses is entitled to use,
obtain interests and manage his/her own properties.”

•

Article 36: “Each spouse is allowed to use the joint property in accordance
with his or her needs.”

•

Article 37: “Joint property may be sold or given away with the consent of
both spouses, otherwise they may not.”

3. Law on the Administration and Management of the Commune: Although this law
legalizes the roles, duties, and functions of the different positions in commune
councils (CC), it also cursorily touches upon eligibility for voting and running for
an office in the CC.
•

Article 14: “Khmer citizens of both sexes who are eligible and intend to
stand as a candidate for the election of Commune/Sangkat Council shall
fulfill the following requirements: Khmer nationality at birth, able to read
and write Khmer script, is registered in the list of voters in the
commune/Sangkat where he/she stands as a candidate for the election, at
least 25 years of age on the day of the election of Commune/Sangkat
Council, having sufficient qualifications as prescribed in the Law on
Elections of Commune/Sangkat Councils.”

4. Amended Law on the Election of Commune Councils (2006): This law sets the
rules and provisions for the election of the commune/sangkat councils. Literally,
10

there is no male favoritism in this law as it always indicates both sexes. However,
both men and women are treated equally in voting only, not in running for
election. Since women are traditionally deprived of formal education (Bo Chum
Sin), one of the requirements for running for election excludes women who are
deprived of formal education (Bo Chum Sin).
•

Article 19 New: “To be eligible to vote, either sex of citizens shall have
their name registered in the last list of voters” and “[t]o have their name
registered in the list of voters, either sex of citizens shall meet the
following requirements: be a Khmer citizen, be at least 18 years old on the
polling day, has a residence in the commune/sangkat where he or she is
going to vote, not be in any situation prescribed by article 20 (new) of this
law.”

•

Article 45 New (former article 94): “Either sex of Khmer citizens who
wish to run as a candidate in the CC election shall meet the following
requirements: has a Khmer citizenship at birth, able to read and write in
Khmer, has registered in the list of voters of the commune/sangkat he/she
wishes to run for the election, is at least 25 years of age on the polling day
of the CC election.”

5. The 2005-2009 and 2009-2013 Five-Year Strategic Plans (MoWA 2004; MoWA
2009) indicate strategies and policies that the RGC, and the Ministry of Women’s
Affairs (MoWA) in particular, have towards gender equality in decision making
as well as in other aspects such as education, health, and the economy.
International Treaties and Conventions
1. The Charter of the United Nations initiates the principle of equality of rights for
men and women (UN Charter 1945). This is one of the components that the
Constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia is based on, especially Article 31.
2. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), adopted in 1948, is a
milestone legal expression regarding fundamental human rights (UDHR 1948).
Article 2 of the UDHR asserts, “Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour,
11

sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status.” From this article, all member states are required to
make policies and laws to guarantee this entitlement.
3. The Convention on the Political Rights of Women (1953) proclaims through
Articles 1, 2 and 3 that women shall be equally entitled to vote, to represent, and
to run for an office. Contracting states should make policies with respect to this
convention in order to achieve its goal to bring about equal opportunity for
women to vote, to politically represent, and to have access to high-level
management positions.
4. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW), which was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly
in 1979 and went into effect in 1981, is the “landmark international agreement”
(CEDAW 2011). Principles of CEDAW include equality, non-discrimination, and
a state obligation to ensure the other two principles (as asserted by Shanti Dairiam
of the regional NGO International Women's Rights Action Watch Asia Pacific
(IWRAW Asia Pacific) cited in UNIFEM Bangkok).
5. The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action was adopted by the Fourth
World Conference on Women on September 15, 1995 in order to make a more
serious commitment to deal with gender equality, women’s empowerment,
development, and peace (United Nations 1996).
6. The Optional Protocol to CEDAW (OP-CEDAW) is another milestone decision
for women’s rights as it was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly
without a vote in 1999. This Optional Protocol was adopted for the following six
reasons:
a. “to improve on and add to existing enforcement mechanisms for women’s
human rights,
b. to improve States’ and individual’s understanding of CEDAW,
c. to stimulate States to take steps to implement CEDAW,
d. to stimulate changes in discriminatory laws and practices,
e. to enhance existing mechanisms for the implementation of human rights
within the UN system, and
12

f. to create greater awareness of human rights standards relating to
discrimination against women” (Division of Advancement of Women).
7. The United Nations Millennium Declaration (United Nations 2000) was a
springboard for the inception of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
(United Nations 2000). MDG 3 is to equalize gender and empower women in all
aspects of life.
8. The Security Council of the United Nations, for the first time in its history,
recognized the key role women play in contributing to and establishing
international stability at its 4213th meeting, with the adoption of Resolution 1325
on October 31, 2000, which urged all member states to ensure the existence of
gender equality in all levels of decision-making institutions and mechanisms for
management (Security Council 2000).
Customary Law
Customary norms and social practices that influence gender roles can be easily found in
Khmer literature. “Khmer literature is replete with rules for proper behaviors for women,
models of proper women’s lives, and stories of women who act improperly and later
suffer the consequences of these transgressions” (Ledgerwood 1996, 142). This reflects
and tightens how much Khmer people value those rules because they are made in order to
teach and advise women on how to behave in a socially accepted manner and how to be
an ideal woman in the Cambodian context.
The Chbap Srey (1959) is the most outstanding customary law that regulates women’s
behaviors. Although there are many versions of the Chbap Srey, the one published in
1959 is the most well known and influential because it is taught in school. Ledgerwood
(1996) categorizes these directions and prohibitions into three major categories:
comportment, activities, and sexuality.
In comportment, a perfectly virtuous woman is tuan phluan (soft), ph’aem lhaem (sweet),
quiet, shy, polite, and thoughtful (Ledgerwood 1996). When she talks, especially to her
husband and parents, she is expected to be soft and sweet in her words (Chbap srey 1959).
13

She must not be loud (Chbap srey 1959). She must walk so silently that nobody can hear
the sound of her skirt rustling (Chbap srey 1959). She must never argue with her husband
even if he is angry and curses her (Chbap srey 1959). She must always swallow all the
anger and convert it to a smile (Chbap srey 1959). She must be cautious of her words by
knowing what she should talk about and what she should not. In other words, she must
control her speech so as to not let internal household issues go beyond the walls of the
house nor bring outside gossip into the house (Chbap srey 1959). These are the
attributions of peaceful, safe, and enjoyable home.
In activities, a perfectly virtuous woman is to serve her husband as well as the parents,
does the household work, plays a role in food production not only at home but in the
fields, bears children, and is exclusively responsible for child care (Chbap srey 1959).
She is supposed to prioritize the needs of her husband and parents. She must satisfy them.
In sexuality, virginity is the most precious thing for unmarried women. If she is not a
virgin, she will not receive respect from society nor be valued any longer. A commonly
repeated Khmer proverb says, “Men are like gold. If it is dropped in the mud, it can be
washed completely clean and is still gold. But women are like white cotton cloth. Once it
is soiled in the mud, it can be washed but never made clean again.” Therefore, women are
not supposed to go out alone because they are innocent and vulnerable. Also, in order to
avoid being sexually assaulted, women are repeatedly taught not to swing their hips while
walking (Sun 1967 cited in Ledgerwood 1996) nor to laugh loudly (Chbap srey 1959)
because laughing loudly is considered to be a signal to men that she is an easy and
playful woman. They are not supposed to work in a place where only men are around
(Chbap srey 1959) in order to avoid any incident because once something happens, it is
the woman who suffers.
Theoretical Framework
According to the cultural iceberg of Language and Culture Worldwide, attitudes and
behaviors are influenced by core values—“learned ideas of what is considered good or
bad, desirable or undesirable, acceptable or unacceptable” (LCW 2010) in a society.
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“[A]ttitudes, and values are all organized together to form a functionally integrated
cognitive system, so that a change in any part of the system will affect other parts, and
will culminate in behavioral change” (Rokeach 1968, ix). It is safe to say that attitudes in
Khmer society have been shifting gradually as the number and extent of women’s
involvement in politics has increased. To illustrate, female commune/sangkat counselors
have increased from 8.5 percent in the 2002 commune/sangkat election to 12.6 percent in
the 2007 election. However, the change has not occurred at a speed that foreign donors as
well as advocates for gender equality would like to see happen. According to Rokeach’s
theory of organization and change (1968), values are such important attributes of
behavioral changes that they deserve to be thoroughly studied. Knowing which values are
the most persistant barriers to the implementation of the WiP-related policies will help
policymakers.
Existing literature
The historical context of decentralization in Cambodia can be described as the following.
Carried out in Cambodia since the mid-1990s, foreign donor-funded programs and
projects aim to: build capacity, increase popular participation, and reform public
administration (Blunt and Turner 2005). Decentralization has been one of the most
noteworthy of these attempts, which commenced with the election of commune councils
in February 2002 (DOLA-CCDP 2003a). Decentralization, which was deemed as “the
most fruitful and sustainable step towards reconstructing a democratic state” (Joakim and
Kim 2011), had been considered since 1994. It could not have taken place earlier than
2002 because of heated political tensions between the two main political parties that were
sharing government between 1993-1998, and which resulted in a violent coup in 1997
(Blunt and Turner 2005). The violent coup by the Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) in
1997 allowed the CPP to gain more votes in the 1998 elections “quite possibly because
the electorate valued stability and was concerned about the possibility of a return to civil
war” (Blunt and Turner 2005, 77).
Since the formation of the new government from 1998 to 2003, decentralization in
Cambodia has finally gained momentum for three reasons—the donor-funded Seila
program, donors’ vigorous demand for good governance, and the CPP’s demand for
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power extension at the grassroots level (Blunt and Turner 2005). The Seila program,
launched in 1996, was “a national program aiming to achieve poverty reduction through
local development and improved local governance” (CDC-CRDB (Council of the
Development of Cambodia-Cambodian Rehabilitation and Development Board)). Donors
have expressed tremendous concern with decentralization as it is one of the leading ways
to promote good governance, urging the RGC to make this administrative reform happen
(UNDP 1995; ADB 1999). The CPP saw the possibility of extending its network
downward and across Cambodia through limited delegation of authority and resources
(Blunt and Turner 2005).
However, these programs and projects in general, and decentralization in particular, have
been carried out with limited success (Blunt and Turner 2005). Success or failure of
decentralization is largely influenced and challenged by the various dominant values in
the context it is implemented in, especially Cambodia’s cultural values (Blunt and Turner
2005; Chan and Chheang 2008). Cambodia’s cultural context values a patronage system,
a social hierarchy that creates high power distance, collectivism, and especially restricted
gender roles; Khmer culture is by and large unreceptive to the core values of democratic
governance in general, and decentralization in particular, such as equality and popular
participation (DOLA-CCDP 2003b; Chan and Chheang 2008).
The fact that these dominant values are not supportive of the core principles of good
governance—“equitable” and “participatory” governance— (United Nations
Development Programme 2011) makes it even more challenging to achieve gender
equality in Cambodia (Chan and Chheang 2008). These traditional values have existed in
Cambodia for so long that when the Gender Mainstreaming Approach and Women’s
Specific Approach were first carried out in a UNDP project called CARERE II in 1997,
workers found it hard to blend in and to promote changes in behavior or thinking. This
evidence supports Blunt’s claim that rather than resisting on principle, one may expect
“the expression of cultural and institutional differences, which give rise to forms of
governance and public sector management which do not conform neatly to models now
popular in the West” (Blunt 1995, 8).
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Many reports indicate that Khmer traditional gender roles are one of the contributing
reasons for the unsatisfactory progress the RGC has made with regard to gender equality
in the political sphere (e.g. Bo Chum Sin ; Nguon 2000; Chan and Chheang 2008; Maffii
and Hong 2010). Values of gender roles in Khmer society are well maintained, which can
contribute to reluctant attitudes toward gender equalization in leadership in general, and
Commune/Sangkat government in particular. However, since society is modernized
gradually, values of certain things may change and this may be revealed with people’s
attitudes about WiP.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
Sample
The participants in this study are a sample of college students from the English
Department (ED) at the Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP), a large flagship state
university, located in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. I chose this place for three reasons. First, I
worked as a lecturer in the ED before I came to Hawaii to study. Therefore, I have a
connection with the ED administrators and lecturers. Having such a connection, I could
obtain permission for the study from the administrators there easily. Second, the students
studying in the ED are from various provinces in Cambodia and have varying family
backgrounds, which allowed me to obtain a variety of opinions and attitudes with regard
to traditional gender roles and WiP. Third, these students are future leaders of Cambodia;
their opinions are important.
I used a convenience sample in order to find participants for my research. In the 20112012 academic year, there were 2,599 students enrolled: 786 in Year 1, 676 Year 2, 549
Year 3, and 588 Year 4. I hoped to obtain a sample of 260 students because this number
is 10% of the population. Because a nonprobability convenience sampling was used, no
randomization of the sample was warranted.
The online questionnaire was administered to the target sample in the middle of Spring,
2012. On February 03, 2012, the link to the questionnaire was sent to five classroom
lecturers and they spread the information about the questionnaire among their students. A
consent letter was attached to the beginning of the questionnaire to inform the
participants about the purposes of the study, activity and time commitment, benefits and
risks, privacy and confidentiality, that participation is voluntary, and to seek their
consents to participate in the study. The data collection took place for a period of five
weeks, after which no responses from the questionnaire were used. Three courtesy
notices were sent during the data collection period: one after the first two weeks, another
one after the third week, and the other one before the end of the fifth week.
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I sent three courtesy notices to my colleagues, knowing that late January and early
February was a busy time for both my colleagues and the students because that is the
final period for Year 2, 3, and 4.
Even though I planned to obtain 260 responses, I received only 226 responses from the
students in approximately one month. I sent out the survey link on February 03, 2012 and
closed the survey link on March 16, 2012. Among the 226 responses, I can only use 163
responses because 61 participants did not answer all the questions in the first page, which
is equal to not signing the consent form and two of the participants are under 18 years
old.
Data Collection Instrument
Survey data were collected using an online questionnaire through Google Survey (see
Appendix A for a copy of the survey). The questionnaire was bilingual. Although those
students speak English, I believed they would better understand and be able to give
higher quality responses if the questions were in their native language, Khmer.
Google Survey was chosen for several reasons. First, it permits unlimited surveys,
questions, and responses. Second, I can customize it with a ready-made theme and then
embed the survey on any web page or social media site. Third, participants in the survey
do NOT have to reveal their identity, as the Google Survey does not ask the participants
to log in. The participants just click the link to open it and then answer the questions in
the survey with complete confidentiality.
The questionnaire was composed of 40 questions divided into five sections. The first
section consisted of eight questions and was designed to obtain demographic information
about the participants. Sections 2-4 asked respondents how much they agreed with the
value statements associated with the three value categories of the Chbap Srey. The final
section asked about attitudes towards WiP. For these sections, students were asked to
rate, on a scale of 1-5, where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree, how much
they agreed with the statements.
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The second section (seven questions) elicited values related to the comportment of a
perfectly virtuous woman in Cambodia. Examples of statements are: “A woman should
never argue with her husband even if he is angry and cursing her.” and “A woman should
always swallow all the anger and convert it to a smile when her husband is thrusting
anger at her.” The third section had six questions designed to elicit values related to the
activities of a perfectly virtuous woman in Cambodia. Examples of statements include,
“A woman should serve her husband.” and “A woman should be exclusively responsible
for childcare.” The fourth section had four questions designed to elicit values related to
sexuality. Examples of statements include “A woman should be a virgin before she gets
married.” and “A woman is not supposed to work in a place where only men are around.”
The purpose of these three sections was not to test if the participants are aware of the
existence of the values, but to see if they agree or disagree with the values.
The fifth section, composed of fifteen questions, sought to measure attitudes toward
contemporary policies related to gender equality in Cambodia. Examples of statements
include “I support policies to equalize gender in decision making.” and “Gender balance
is necessary for development in Cambodia.”
Because the questionnaire was newly constructed, content validity must be ensured. In
order to ensure the content validity, after the questionnaire was tentatively finalized, I
asked a colleague at the Institute of Foreign Languages (IFL) to read my questionnaire
and tell me what he thought I wanted to ask. Since he speaks both English and Khmer,
was able to work together with me to clarify the questions and instructions in the
questionnaire. Also, since he had worked at IFL as a lecturer, he could help me with
language usage as well (e.g. the level of difficulty of the language I used in the
questionnaire).
Data analysis
After cleaning the data, I eliminated the responses lacking one or more answers to the
first eight questions because missing one or more of the eight would mean participants
did not give consent to the study. In the consent form I said, “By completing the first
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page of the survey, I am indicating that I am 18 years or older and that I understand the
procedures and conditions of my participation described above and I agree to participate
in this study” and those first eight questions were contained in the first page of the
questionnaire (see Appendix A). Data was analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19.
Descriptive statistics were created to describe basic features of the data. I examined the
distributional properties of the items used to measure the attitudes toward the value
systems in terms of comportment, activities, and sexuality of a perfectly virtuous woman
and the attitudes toward WiP. The purpose of this step was to just describe the nature of
the data obtained (see Appendix B for a full list of the descriptive statistics).
Principal component analyses (PCA) were conducted in order to examine the
dimensionalities of the value factors reflected in parts 2, 3, and 3 of the questionnaire
instrument, and of the attitudes reflected in part 5 of the questionnaire. Exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) was used to uncover the underlying indicators that may be associated with
any factors that fell into each category: comportment, activities, and sexuality7. Through
this analysis, specific factors (or constructs) were derived that either confirmed the
dimensions identified in the customary code or established new constructs as measured
by items in the questionnaire. Next, the items that loaded on each of the specific factors
derived from the principal component analyses were determined for internal consistency,
or reliability, using Cronbach’s coefficient alpha. Then, I computed new variables in
accordance with these newly emerging components.
I decided to conduct a factor analysis before I conducted the inferential statistical tests for
two main reasons. To begin with, the purpose of the factor analysis was due to the fact
that it would be very hard, if not impossible, for me to use all the twenty-nine items of
value statements and attitude statements in the questionnaire in the inferential statistics.
Moreover, this analysis helps reduce the amount of error that would occur when I ran Ttests later on in the study as each T-test has an average amount of error of 5%. Besides,
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the new components derived from the analysis, technically speaking, still represent the
twenty-nine items.
Descriptive statistics were used to derive the means and standard deviations of the
variables, to test assumptions about normality and linearity of the data, and to check for
outliers. The purpose of this analysis was to describe the nature of the new component
data, as they are the starting point for later inferential analysis.
Inferential statistical tests such as two-tailed independent-sample t-tests and one-way
ANOVAs were conducted in order to determine whether there were any significant
differences between some independent unrelated groups. Before running the two-tailed
independent-sample t-tests, the homogeneity of variances was determined using
Levene’s test of equality of variances. The two-tailed independent-sample t-tests were
conducted in order to determine whether there were significant differences between
different groups: men and women, participants whose mother is a housewife and is not a
housewife, participants who have a parent that is a farmer and not a farmer, and
participants who were born in Phnom Penh and those who were born in the provinces.
These demographic categories were chosen because they might influence the attitudes of
the participants towards WiP. The one-way ANOVA was conducted in order to
determine whether parents’ occupation results in different attitudes toward contemporary
policies in support of WiP. To conduct the one-way ANOVA, I combined those
occupations resting under “Other” together and labeled it “Other” because some
occupation groups have fewer than two cases. Post-hoc tests were also included in order
to determine which specific groups differed. For the case of mother’s occupation, there is
only one student who reported that his/her mother is an NGO worker, so I included that
in “Other” as well in order to be able to run ANOVA analysis.
Using the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r), I analyzed the data to measure the
strength and direction of the relationships between the traditional gender roles and the
attitudes toward contemporary policies reflecting gender equalization in Cambodia. I
correlated the newly emerging value factors with the attitude variables.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Of the 163 student participants, 96 (58.9%) are male and 67 (41.1%) are female. As for
the age, 18 is the minimum and 28 is the maximum age of the participants. 9 (5.5%) are
18 years old, 31 (19.0%) are 19 years old, 42 (25.8%) are 20 years old, 42 (25.8%) are 21
years old, 23 (14.1%) are 22 years old, 11 (6.7%) are 23 years old, 2 (1.2%) are 24 years
old, 1 (.6%) is 25 years old, 1 (.6%) is 27 years old, and 1 (.6%) is 28 years old. There
was not any participant who is 26 years old. Most of the participants are in their
sophomore (25.8%), junior (46%), and senior (23.3%) years while only 4.9% are
freshmen. These descriptive statistics are presented in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1: Age
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Figure 2: Levels of Education

Students coming to this university have various family and social backgrounds. 45.4% of
the student participants report that their father works as a government official while
33.7% say their father is a businessperson. Surprisingly, only 4.3% of the students
reported that their father works for a non-governmental organization (NGO) and 7.4%
that their father is a farmer. The rest report their father’s occupation as “other” including
teacher, seller, driver, soldier, police, retired, and passed away. This distribution is
presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Father’s Occupation

As for the mother’s occupation, housewife is not the majority (23.3%), but
businessperson (40.5%). It is followed by government official (20.9%), farmer (8%),
seller (3.1%), NGO worker (.6%), teacher (.6%), librarian (.6%), caretaker (.6%), doctor
(.6%), lecturer (.6%) and retired (.6%). Overwhelmingly, 74.2% of the student
participants report that their family’s head is their father, 22.7% their mother, 1.2%
brother, .6% sister, and 1.2% self-support. None of the students were born outside
Cambodia and 68.1% of them were born in Phnom Penh. Only 4% of all the participants
are married. Figure 4 summarizes these findings.
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Figure 4: Mother’s Occupation

Principal Components
A principal component (factor) analysis using varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization
was conducted on each of the dimensions including comportment, activities, and
sexuality identified in the customary code, Chbap Srey (1959), and on attitudes of the
research participants toward contemporary policies related to gender equality in all
aspects including the political arena.
Comportment
The first analysis was conducted to determine what, if any, underlying themes exist for a
measure of values related to the comportment of a perfectly virtuous Khmer woman (7
items). The analysis produced a two-component solution that accounts for 61.21% of the
total variance in the original items. Component 1, which accounts for 45.15%, consists of
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five items and is labeled Verbal Comportment. Component 2, which accounts for
16.06%, consists of two items and is labeled Calm. Each component has a Chronbach’s
alpha of .769 and .753, respectively (see Appendix C, Table 2). Finally, I computed new
variables.
Activities
The second analysis was conducted to determine what, if any, underlying themes exist for
a measure of values related to socially expected activities of a perfectly virtuous Khmer
woman (6 items). The analysis produced a two-component solution that accounts for
65.46% of the total variance in the original items. Component 1, which accounts for
47.64%, consists of four items and is labeled Women’s roles in family including children,
husband, and parents. Component 2, which accounts for 17.82%, consists of two items
and is labeled Women in Charge of Food. Each component has a Chronbach’s alpha of
.751 and .670, respectively (see Appendix C, Table 3). Finally, I computed new variables.
Sexuality
The third analysis was conducted to determine what, if any, underlying themes exist for a
measure of values related to sexuality of a perfectly virtuous Khmer woman (4 items).
The analysis produced only one-component solution that accounts for 52.60% of the total
variance in the original items. It consists of the four original items and is labeled
Sexuality. It has a Chronbach’s alpha of .698 (see Appendix C, Table 4). Finally, I
computed new variables.
Attitudes toward WiP
The fourth analysis was conducted to determine what, if any, underlying themes exist for
a measure of attitudes toward contemporary WiP policies (12 items). The analysis
produced a five-component solution that accounts for 65.98% of the total variance in the
original items. Component 1, which accounts for 24.54%, consists of three items and is
labeled Gender Equality in Development. Component 2, which accounts for 12.16%,
consists of three items and is labeled Support for Equality. Each component has a
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Chronbach’s alpha of .751 and .670, respectively. I dropped Component 3 that was
composed of two items and Component 4 that was composed of two items because they
do not have high reliability test scores. .388 and .435 respectively. Also, I eliminated
Component 5 from later analysis because it is variable-specific (see Appendix C, Table
5). Finally, I computed new variables.
Descriptive Statistics of the Principal Components
The descriptive statistics for each of the variables in the study are listed in Table 1 below.
Since the scale for the answers ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree),
higher values indicate greater agreement. Student attitudes about the policies made to
equalize gender in development and about the explicit support for equalization are M =
4.62, SD = .459 and M = 4.73, SD = .669, respectively. As for the values derived from
the traditional code of conduct, Verbal Comportment is M = 3.65, SD = .676; Calm is M
= 1.98, SD = .873; Women’s Roles in Family is M = 2.68, SD = .792; Women in Charge
of Food is M = 3.15, SD = .897; and Sexuality is M = 2.89, SD = .802.
Table 1

Descriptive Statistics of the Principal Components
Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

Dependent Variables
Support for Gender Equality Policies
General Support for equality
Independent Variables
Verbal comportment
Calm
Women’s role in family
Women in charge of Food
Sexuality
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4.62

.459

3

5

4.73

.469

2

5

3.65

.676

2

5

1.98

.873

1

5

2.68

.792

1

4

3.15

.897

1

5

2.89

.802

1

5

Significant Differences between Groups
Some interesting demographic categories that might influence attitudes toward WiP
include gender, father’s occupation, mother’s occupation, type of family whether it is a
farming family or a non-farming family, whether mother is a housewife or not, and
birthplace.
Gender may matter because fundamental biological gender differences impact our
psychology and attitudes. Also, through my observations, the vast majority of people who
work in the field of gender equality are women; therefore, I believe women may be more
likely to support WiP policies.
Second, in Cambodia, we believe that parents are the first teachers of children. As
a result, how the parents are socialized in society through their occupation may influence
the way they raise their children and the way their children view things. For example,
children whose parents have jobs that require more education or that require a greater
understanding of different viewpoints (such as government jobs or business jobs) may
have different attitudes about WiP because when the children grow up,they may want to
have jobs similar to that of their parents. If one or both of their parents work for the
government, they may be inspired to work for the government or to support anyone
working for the government. Also, if their mother is not a stay-at-home mother, it is
possible that they are more liberal toward women outside home and possibly toward
women serving in politics.
Third, in addition to what parents do for a living, the type of family also matters
since value systems may be different in a farming family and a non-farming family.
Family type is important in the development of children. A farming family member’s
expectation about women’s roles might be working in rice field, doing household chores,
bearing children, etc. while a non-farming family member might hold a different
expectation because these two groups grew up seeing and experiencing different life
styles.
Fourth, through my own observation, in most cases, mothers are closer to their
children than fathers. Consequently, it would be interesting to see how children of a
housewife mother and a non-housewife mother behave towards WiP. As mentioned
earlier, in most cases, children’s first jobs may mirror their parents’. Thus, if their mother
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works outside home, they may be more liberal and more open to gender equalization
since their mother sets an example that women can work outside the home and be good
mother at the same time.
Last but not least, where a person is born and brought up also determines their
thinking and attitudes. That is why birthplace was selected to study as well. This is
because people who live in big cities are exposed to differing and possibly more
progressive viewpoints than people who live out in the country.
Differences between Gender
1. Differences between Gender in the Policies Made to Equalize Gender in
Development
The Levene’s test revealed that variance between the two groups is not equal (P = .042).
Because of the unequal variance, I looked at the Equal variances not assumed column.
Looking down this column, I saw that the group means are significantly different as the
value in the “Sig. (2-tailed)” row is .011, which was obviously less than .05. Thus, it is

safe to conclude that there is a statistically significant difference between genders
in terms of their attitudes toward the contemporary policies made to equalize
gender in development. Men are more supportive of these WiP-related policies
than women since the Group Statistics box reveals that the Mean for men (4.70) is
greater than the Mean for women (4.51).
2. Differences between Gender in the Explicit Support for Equalization
The Levene’s test shows that the variance between the two groups is not equal (P = .000).
Because of the unequal variance, I looked at the Equal variances not assumed column.
Looking down this column, I saw that the group means are significantly different as the
value in the “Sig. (2-tailed)” row is .006, which is obviously less than .05. Therefore, it

is safe to conclude that there is a statistically significant difference between
genders in terms of their explicit support for equalization. Once again, men show
more explicit support of these WiP-related policies than women since the Group
Statistics box reveals that the Mean for men (4.82) is greater than the Mean for
women (4.59).
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Differences between Father’s Occupation
One of the assumptions when carrying the one-way ANOVA is that variances of the
groups being compared are similar. Similarity of variances can be tested via the Levene’s
Test of Homogeneity of Variances. If the Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variances
shows a significance value that is greater than .05, it means the variances are
homogeneous.
Given the student data, father’s occupation can be categorized into eleven groups.
However, I decided to categorize them into only five groups such as Government
Official, NGO Worker, Businessman, Farmer, and Other for two reasons. First, these five
groups were originally used in the questionnaire and the other seven newly emerging
groups were derived from the student’s responses as “Other”. Second, five of the new
groups have fewer than two cases, which is not applicable for the ANOVA test.
1. Differences between Father’s Occupation in the Policies Made to Equalize
Gender in Development
The Levene’s F Statistic in this case has a significance value of .477; therefore, the
assumption of homogeneity of variance is met. The ANOVA table in this case indicates
that there are no statistically significant differences between these five conditions because
the significance level is .560, which was greater than .05. This means that regardless of
what their father does for a living, all the student participants seemed to be supportive of
the contemporary policies made to equalize gender in development. Also, the differences
between group Means are likely because of chance and not because of the father’s
occupation. In the Descriptive Statistics box, the Mean for Government Officials was
4.65, for NGO worker was 4.67, for Businessman was 4.64, for Farmer was 4.42, and for
others was 4.58.
2. Difference between Father’s Occupation in the Explicit Support for Equalization
The Levene’s F Statistic in this case has a significance value of .703; therefore, the
assumption of homogeneity of variance is met. The ANOVA table indicates that there are
no statistically significance differences between these five conditions because the
significance level is .508, which is greater than .05. This means that regardless of what
their father does for a living, all the student participants seem to explicitly show their
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support for WiP-related policies. Also, the group Means are slightly different, which is
likely due to chance and not because of the father’s occupation. In the Descriptive
Statistics box, the Mean for Government Officials is 4.75, for NGO worker it is 4.76, for
Businessman it is 4.75, for Farmer it is 4.50, and for “other” it is 4.69.
Differences between Mother’s Occupation
1. Differences between Mother’s Occupation in the Policies Made to Equalize
Gender in Development
The Levene’s F Statistic in this case has a significance value of .012; therefore, the
assumption of homogeneity of variance is not met. However, because the one-way
ANOVA is considered a robust test against the normality assumption, it tolerates
violations to its normality assumption rather well. As a result, I use the Welch test as
opposed to the traditional ANOVA. The robust test of equality of means shows that the
significance value in this case is greater than .05, which means there are no statistically
significant differences between groups of mother’s occupation. This means that
regardless of what their mother does for a living, all the student participants seem to be
supportive of the contemporary policies made to equalize gender in development. Also,
the differences between group Means are likely due to chance and not because of the
mother’s occupation. In the Descriptive Statistics box, the Mean for Government
Officials is 4.62, for NGO worker it is 4.00, for Businessman it is 4.60, for Farmer it is
4.46, and for “other” it is 4.72.
2. Differences between Mother’s Occupation in the Explicit Support for
Equalization
The Levene’s F Statistic in this case has a significance value of .683; therefore, the
assumption of homogeneity of variance is met. The ANOVA table indicates that there are
no statistically significant differences between the group means because the significance
level is .508 (P = .706), which is greater than .05. This means that regardless of what
their mother does for a living, all the student participants seem to explicitly show their
support for WiP-related policies. Also, the group Means are different likely because of
chance and not because of the father’s occupation. In the Descriptive Statistics box, the
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Mean for Government Officials is 4.74, for NGO worker it’s 3.67, for Businessman it’s
4.76, for Farmer it’s 4.59, and for “other” it’s 4.74.
Differences between Participants from a Farming Family and Non-farming Family

Additionally, I ran two T-tests to see if there was any difference between students who
grew up in a farming family (e.g. either one of their parents is a farmer) and those in a
non-farming family (e.g. neither of their parents is a farmer). The result of these tests is
pretty surprising as it reveals that there is no statistically significant difference between
the two groups.
1. Differences between Participants from a Farming Family and Non-farming
Family in the Policies Made to Equalize Gender in Development
I began with a t-test for father’s occupation as a farmer and a non-farmer. As for the
students whose father is a farmer and not a farmer, the variances in this test are not equal
and the Sig (2- Tailed) is .090 for support for equality in development. This value is
greater than .05. Since the Group Statistics box shows that the Mean for the farming
family (M = 4.64) is greater than the Mean for non-farming (M = 4.42), the participants
from farming families seem to be slightly more supportive of the contemporary policies
made to equalize gender in development. I ran another t-test for mother’s occupation as a
farmer and a non-farmer and similar result is found. In conclusion, it is safe to conclude
that there is no statistically significant difference between the Mean of attitudes toward
the contemporary policies made to equalize gender in development for the participants
who grew up in a farming family and for those who grew up in a non-farming family.
2. Differences between Participants from a Farming Family and Non-farming
Family in the Explicit Support for Equalization
I began with a t-test for father’s occupation as a farmer and a non-farmer. As for the
students whose father is a farmer and not a farmer, the variances in this test are not equal
and the Sig (2- Tailed) is .150 for explicit support for equality. This value is greater than
.05. Since the Group Statistics box reveals that the Mean for the farming family (M
=4.75) is greater than the Mean for non-farming (M = 4.50), the participants from
farming families seem to be supportive of WiP-related policies and gender equality. I ran
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another test for mother’s occupation as a farmer and a non-farmer and similar result is
found. In conclusion, it is safe to conclude that there is no statistically significant
difference between the Mean of the explicit support for equality for the participants who
grow up in a farming family and for those who grow up in a non-farming family.
Differences between Participants whose Mother is a Housewife and those whose Mother
is not a Housewife
Because in Cambodia mother is the first teacher to children and the first one to shape
children’s attitudes and behaviors, it would be very interesting to closely study the
attitudes of the participants whose mother is a housewife and of those whose mother is
not a housewife; thus, I ran another T-test to see if there is any difference between the
two groups.
1. Differences between Participants whose Mother is a Housewife and those whose
Mother is not a Housewife in the Policies Made to Equalize Gender in
Development
Because the test reveal the Sig (2-Tailed) value is .112 and this value is greater than .05,
there is no statistically significant difference between the two groups. The Group
Statistics box reveal that both groups are positive about the WiP-related policies, but
participants whose mother is a housewife are more supportive of policies made to
equalize gender in development than those whose mother is non-housewife because the
Mean for housewife group (M = 4.73) is a little greater than the Mean for the nonhousewife (M = 4.59).
2. Differences between Participants whose Mother is a Housewife and those whose
Mother is not a Housewife in the Explicit Support for Equalization
The test reveals no statistically significant difference between the two groups because the
Sig (2-Tailed) value is .983 and this value is greater than .05. The Group Statistics box
reveals that both students participants whose mother is a housewife and student
participants whose mother is not a housewife explicitly support gender equality; the
Means for housewife and non-housewife are both 4.73.
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Differences between Participants Born in Phnom Penh and in the Provinces
Another T-test was conducted in order to explore possible differences in attitudes of
those participants born in Phnom Penh and those born in a province.
1. Differences between Participants Born in Phnom Penh and in Province in the
Policies Made to Equalize Gender in Development
The test reveals no statistically significant difference between the two groups in terms of
their behavior toward policies made to equalize gender in development since its Sig (2Tailed) value is .478, which is greater than .05. Both groups support the contemporary
policies, yet surprisingly, those whose were born in the province seem to be slightly more
supportive as the Mean of this group is 4.66 while the Mean of the Phnom Penh group is
4.61.
2. Differences between Participants Born in Phnom Penh and in the Provinces in the
Explicit Support for Equalization
However, the test reveals that participants born in Phnom Penh hold a statistically
different support for equalization from those born in a province since its Sig (2-Tailed)
value is .019 which is less than .05. The participants born in Phnom Penh are more
supportive than those born in province since the Mean for those born in Phnom Penh is
4.79 and those born in the provinces is 4.60.
Relationships between Chbap Srey Values and WiP Attitudes
A Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r) was utilized to determine the strength and
direction of the relationship between the values dimension and attitudes dimension. This
allowed me to test my hypotheses. For H1a and H1b, I look at the correlation between
(1) the Comportment dimension – including Verbal Comportment and Calm – and
attitudes toward contemporary policies made to equalize gender in development and
general support for gender equalization. For H2a and H2b, I look at the correlation
between the Activities dimension – including Women’s Role in Family and Women in
Charge of Food– and attitudes toward contemporary policies made to equalize gender in
development and general support for gender equalization. And for H3a and H3b I look at
the correlation between the Sexuality dimension and attitudes toward contemporary
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policies made to equalize gender in development and general support for gender
equalization. Table 2 presents the results of these correlations below.
Table 2
Relationships between Values and Attitudes
Support for WiP policies

General Support for
equality

Verbal Comportment

r = .018
p = .822

r = .076
p = .340

Calm

r = -.233**
p = .003

r = -.173*
p = .028

Women’s roles in family
including children, husband, and
parents

r = -.127
p = .108

r = -.041
p = .602

Women in charge of food

r = .033
p = .679

r = -.047
p = .554

Sexuality

r = .002
p = .980

r = -.016
p = .839

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.005 level (2-tailed).

Hypothesis 1: Comportment
a) The correlation between Verbal Comportment and attitudes toward contemporary
gender equalization policies is not statistically significant (r = .018, p = .822). However,
the correlation between Calm and attitudes toward contemporary gender equalization
policies is statistically significant (r = -.233, p = .003). This provides some support for
Hypothesis 1a.
b) The correlation between Verbal Comportment and attitudes toward general gender
equalization is not statistically significant (r = .076, p = .340). The correlation between
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Calm and attitudes toward general gender equalization is statistically significant (r = .173, p = .028). This provides some support for Hypothesis 1b.

Hypothesis 2: Activities
a) The correlation between Women’s Role in Family and attitudes toward contemporary
gender equalization policies is not statistically significant (r = -.127, p = .108). The
correlation between Women in Charge of Food and attitudes toward contemporary
gender equalization policies is also not statistically significant (r = .033, p = .679). This
does not provide support for Hypothesis 2a.
b) The correlation between Women’s Role in Family and attitudes toward general gender
equalization is not statistically significant (r = -.041, p = .602). The correlation between
Women in Charge of Food and attitudes toward general gender equalization is not
statistically significant (r = -.047, p = .554). This does not support Hypothesis 2b.

Hypothesis 3: Sexuality
a) The correlation between Sexuality and attitudes toward contemporary gender
equalization policies is not statistically significant (r = .002, p = .980). This does not
provide support for Hypothesis 3a.
b) The correlation between Sexuality and attitudes toward general gender equalization is
not statistically significant (r = -.016, p = .839). This does not support Hypothesis 3b.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
H1: Comportment and Attitudes toward WiP
Attitudes toward WiP Policies
The results of the current study reveal that there is no relationship between Verbal
Comportment and attitudes toward contemporary policies made to obtain gender balance
in development. In other words, whether the students believe women she should be soft
and sweet in her words, should not be loud, should walk so silently that nobody can hear
the sound of their skirt rustling, and should be cautious of her words, it does not
necessarily mean those students do not support the idea of having gender balance in
development.
There is a statistically significant negative correlation between Calm and attitudes toward
the contemporary policies made to balance gender in development. Since the Pearson’s r
was negative and not strong (r = -.233), there is a weak negative relationship between the
expectation of women to remain calm in all circumstances and the contemporary policies
that have been made to balance gender in development. This result means that the more
strongly people believe that women should be submissive to their husband and/or parents,
the less they agree with policies that generate gender equality in all aspects, including the
political sphere.
Attitudes toward Gender Equalization
The results of the current study reveal that there is no relationship between Verbal
Comportment and general support for gender equality. In other words, whether these
students believe women should be soft and sweet in her words, should not be loud,
should walk so silently that nobody can hear the sound of their skirt rustling, and should
be cautious of her words, it does not necessarily mean those students do not explicitly
support equality in all aspects of husband and wife relations, supporting a female
candidate for public offices, or supporting gender balance in decision-making.
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A statistically significant negative correlation was found between Calm and attitudes of
of the students toward WiP. Since the value of Pearson’s r was very close to zero (r = .173), there is a weak negative relationship between the two. This result means that the
more people believe women should be submissive to their husband or parents (never
argue with their husband even if he is angry and cursing her and should always swallow
all the anger and convert it to a smile when their husband is thrusting anger at her) the
less those people support equality in all aspects of husband and wife relationships,
supporting female candidate for public offices, or gender balance in decision-making. In
other words, people who agree with a value that says women should submit to an angry
husband are slightly less likely to support WiP.
Thus, there is some support for Hypothesis 1. There is a relationship between the values
associated with comportment and attitudes towards WiP.
H2: Activities and Attitudes toward WiP
The results of the current study reveal that there was no relationship between Women’s
Role in the Family and the attitudes toward contemporary policies to obtain gender
balance in development. In other words, even though a student may agree with of the
roles that women are socially expected to play in the family, it does not necessarily mean
they do not support contemporary policies relating to gender equality.
Also, the data show no relationship between the Women in Charge of Food and attitudes
toward contemporary policies made to obtain gender balance. To put it simply, whether
these survey respondents think that women in general should ensure that the family is
well fed through her cooking good food or collecting food may have nothing to do with
whether they prefer gender equality in development.
Results reveal a possible disconnect between the beliefs about Women’s Role in the
Family and attitudes toward gender equality. There is not a significant correlation
between the two, which means that even though a student may believe that women
should serve her husband, should bear a child, should be exclusively responsible for
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childcare, and should prioritize parents’ needs, it does not necessarily mean they do not
support gender equalization.
The finding is similar for Women in Charge of Food. There is no relationship between
Women in Charge of Food and attitudes toward general gender equality. The results of
the current study reveal a possible disconnect between the expectation that women are the
exclusive food supplier in the family and students’ actual support of gender equalization.
This means that even though they believe that women should make sure the family is
well fed first before they start thinking of doing something else, it does not necessarily
mean those students do not explicitly support gender equalization.
Thus, there is no evidence in support of Hypothesis 2. There is not a relationship between
the values associated with activities and attitudes about WiP.
H3: Sexuality and Attitudes toward WiP
The result of the current study reveal a possible disconnect between Sexuality and actual
support of WiP polices. This finding is the same for general support of WiP. This means,
even though they believe a woman should be a virgin before she gets married, are not
supposed to go out alone, should not laugh loudly, and are not supposed to work in a
place where only men are around, it does not necessarily mean those students do not
support WiP policies or equality in all aspects of the husband and wife relationship,
support for female candidate for public offices, or gender balance in decision-making.
Thus, there is no support for Hypothesis 3. There is not a relationship between the values
associated with sexuality and attitudes about WiP.
How are the values related to the traditional women’s code of conduct associated with
attitudes toward WiP?
The result of this study indicate that there were no statistically significant relationships
between the traditional women’s code of conduct and attitudes towards WiP, with the
exception of the values associated with Calm. These results appear to be in contrast to
previous literature that highlighted a strong connection between traditional gender roles
and attitudes. Unlike previous research, in this study attitudes were measured by
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quantitative data, which was derived from the mean score of the forty-one items in the
questionnaire.
One explanation of why they are no significant differences found in most cases may be
that the student respondents themselves are more exposed to the western world and
culture. First, Phnom Penh city, where the school is located, is a multicultural city. These
students have likely been exposed to other cultures through media, environment, and
workshops. Second, when a person studies a foreign language, he or she cannot resist
assimilation of the culture to which the culture belongs. At IFL, as well as at their prior
English schools, those students must have read, listened, discussed, and written about
western culture in general and gender equality specifically. This is a window for them to
see the outside world. A third factor could be peer pressure. Interacting with people who
believe in gender equality and seeing more many female students in the university may
change their attitudes toward WiP.
Another possible reason is the attitude of the students’ parents and their belief in
education. The data show that 40% of the participants in this current study are women.
Although this number is still lower than 50%, this is actually a great improvement
already. This indicates that parents may have already started to change their attitudes
toward a girl’s education. They start to acknowledge that their daughters need more than
an informal education in order to survive in this modern and globalized world.
Parent occupation matters too. For example, although the result showed there was no
statistically significant difference in terms of attitudes from those students whose fathers
were working in different sectors, those whose fathers were farmers were slightly less
supportive.
In addition, I also found that there were statistically significant differences between
gender groups. Surprisingly, the result of the study indicated that men were actually more
supportive of policies regarding gender equality and that they had more explicit
intentions to support equalization
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Interpretation of the Insignificant Results
This is a pretty unusual and privileged sample. I believe the participants may have been
brought up in a rather liberal environment. These women go to a good school and are
already in higher education: A high percentage (41%) of the sample were female, which
is remarkable. Their parents’ attitudes seem quite liberal since they have already sent
their daughters to school. According to previously cited data, some mothers are
professionals themselves. There was no statistically significant difference between first
year students and fourth year students, which means the four-year education at IFL may
not have shaped the student’s attitudes, or they came to IFL with liberal attitudes already
when they started school in Year 1. These students did not change much over their fouryear education at IFL. They may have come from homes where everyone supported
women in politics. “Nurture” rather than “nature” may be in play; people bring what their
parents tell them and their experiences to the academic environment. They may see the
world in a different way than those in the rest of the country. They still acknowledge the
values in traditional norms about women and men while also supporting contemporary
policies made to equalize men and women in modern society, including political
participation. In short, they may believe that the model Cambodian women can both walk
silently and be involved in making policies.
Another concern in this research is that there might be a problem with social desirability
bias. The participants may respond with strong agreement on the cultural values because
they felt they knew what the “right” answer to each question was—what they learned
were the correct values from the Chbap Srey (1959) for women and Chbap Broh (1959)
for men when they were younger—and then simply provided their answers accordingly.
The values derived from the code of conduct for women are deeply held in people’s
values system because as described in Chapter 2, the code is taught at school and is used
as customary law. Consequently, it may have been hard for the participants to say they do
not agree with these values, even though they may have actually been moving forward
toward gender equality.
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Limitations
Some limitations in the present study should be noted. First, the small sample size is one
of the most obvious limitations. The size of the sample can have an impact on the power
or the probability of an analysis to detect a significant result when there are in fact
differences between groups or relationships between variables. This may be particularly
revealing in this study because all the analyses but two produced non-significant results.
Second, the study took place at only one institution and the sample was recruited using
convenience sampling. Therefore, any attempt to interpret or generalize the results should
take into account these limitations. Third, the sample was chosen under financial and
time constraints and should not be taken to suggest accurate generalization, as it does not
represent all aspects, backgrounds, and professions of the people of Cambodia. Fourth, I
acknowledge that duplication of participation may happen. Since this study was
conducted using an anonymous online survey, I could not prevent people from
participating in the survey more than once, although I reminded them not to take the
survey more than one time.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION

According to this research, there seems to be a lot of support for women to serve in the
political arena including commune/Sangkat councils in this group. The fact that they
support traditional values while also supporting women to serve in politics is very
interesting in a lot of ways. This support could mean Cambodians do not have to sacrifice
the traditional roles or our socially expected roles Cambodian women play in order to
support women serving in political office. In other words, we do not have to completely
change the values of our culture in order for this change in attitude toward women in
politics to happen.
While we may believe women should be a homemaker, that women cannot be assertive
or loud, etc. because all of these behaviors are considered bad behaviors, it does not
necessarily mean we do not support women to serve in political offices. It is just that we
have a certain idea of what women are supposed to be like. But that does not mean that
we do not think women should not be running for a political office. Simply put, a man
may want to marry a woman who can cook well, but it is also okay with him if she wants
to run for an office, a voter may still vote for a female candidate whose skirt rustles when
she walks as long as she has the potential to serve the community. To sum up, we do not
have to abandon our culture in order to equalize women in politics. The new Cambodian
woman can both walk silently and make good policy.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire
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Gender roles and Policies
ែយនឌ័រ និងេគលនេយបយ
University of Hawai‘i
សកលវ%ទ'(ល័យហៃវConsent to Participate in Research Project
កិច្្ពមេ្ពៀងចូលរូមក្/ងករ្សវ្ជវ
Gender roles and Policies
ែយនឌ័រ និងេគលនេយបយ
I am a graduate student at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UHM), in the Public
Administration Program. As part of my requirements for earning my master's degree, I
am doing a research project.
នងខ្%ំ ជនិស+,ិតថ/+ក់អនុបណ6ិត ែផ្ករដ្បលសធរណៈ ៃនសកលវDទ+Fល័យហៃវJ។
ករ្សវ្ជវេនះ គឺជចំែណកមួយៃនករសិក78របស់នងខ្%ំ។
The purpose: Participation in this study will involve the completion of an anonymous
survey. I am asking you to participate because you are a student in the English
Department. You are being asked to participate to provide your personal perspective.
េគលបំណង ៖ ករចូលរួមក្1ងករ្សវ្ជវេនះ តំរូវេអយអ្កេឆ្ើយនឹងសំណAរេនក្1ងសម្ង់
ែដលមនលក្ណៈ អនមិក។ នងខ្2ំេស្ើសុំេអយអ្កចូលរួមក្2ងករ្សវ្ជវេនះ េ្ពះ
អ្កជនិស()ិតៃនេដប/(តិម៉ង់ភសអង់េគ្ស។ អ្ក្ត:វបនសុំេអយចូលរួមក្Eងករសិក(G
្សវ្ជវេនះ េដយផ្ល់នូវករយល់េឃើញ ផ12ល់ខ្5ន របស់អ្ក។
Activity and Time Commitment: This survey consists of 5 short sections. You will be
asked to answer questions about your personal opinions. There are no "correct" answers. I
am asking you to provide your honest opinion based on your personal interpretation of
the questions and scenarios. The survey will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.
We are looking to collect responses from at least 300 people, so your individual
participation and opinions are very important to us.
ទំរង់ករ និងរយៈេពលៃនករចូលរួមក្5ងករ្សវ្ជវ ៖ សម្ង់េនះ ែចកជ៥ែផ្កខ្ីៗ។
អ្កនឹង្ត)វេឆ្ើយនឹង សំណ3រែដលមនេនក្:ងែផ្កនីមួយៗ េដយែផ្កេលើទសCDនៈផGCល់
របស់អ្ក។ គ*+នចំេលើយណមួយជចំេលើយ ែដល “្ត#វ” រ" “ខុស” េនះេទ។ ដូេច្ះ
អ្ក្ត&វែតេឆ្ើយនឹងសំណ4រទំងេនះ េដយផ្ល់នូវចេម្ើយេទៀង្តង់ែដលែផ្កេលើបំណក្សយ
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របស់អ្កចំេពះសំណ.រនិងសច់េរឿងេនក្5ងសម្ង់។ អ្ក្បែហលជ្ត?វចំណយេពល
៣០នទី េដើម()ីបំេពញសម្ង់េនះ។ នងខ្7ំរ9ពឹងនឹង្បមូលចេម្ើយពីមនុស(Bចំនួន ៣០០នក់។
ដូេច្ះ ករចូលរួម និងទស12នៈរបស់អ្កចូលរួមនីមួយៗ ពិតជមនសរសំខន់ចំេពះ
ករសិក&'្សវ្ជវរបស់នងខ្2ំ។
Benefits and Risk: There is no risk to participate in this research. The results from this
study may help social scientists and others who are interested in gender and public policy
to better understand the relationship between traditional gender roles and
decentralization-related policies in Cambodia. The results of this research will also
contribute to the overall growth of the research programs at the University of Hawai‘i.
After this study is completed the report will be posted on an accessible link. You will be
notified of this link at that time.
គុណ្បេយជន៍ និងផលវ0បក ៖ ករចូលរួមក្;ងករសិក=>្សវ្ជវេនះ ពិតជនឹងមិនផ្ល់នូវ
ផលវ$បកេផ()ងៗដល់អ្កេទ។ លទ្ផលែដលទទួលបនពីករ្សវ្ជវេនះ នឹងរួមចំែណក
ជួយអ្កវ(ទ*+ស-ស្សិក*1សង្ម និង ជនទូេទែដលចប់អរម្ណ៍ចំេពះ ែយនឌ័រ
និងេគលនេយបយសធរណៈ េអយបនយល់អំពទ
ី ំនក់ទំនង រវងតួនទីរបស់
បុរសនិង(ស្ីតម្បៃពណី និងេគលនិេយបយែដលពក់ព័ន្នឹងវ@មជBCករេន្បេទសកម្Hជ។
ម"#$"ងេទៀត លទ្ផលពីករសិក"4្សវ្ជវេនះ នឹងចូលរួមក្@ងកំេណើនទូេទៃនកម្វGធីសិក"4
្សវ្ជវេនសកលវ)ទ+,ល័យហៃវ1។ បន5+ប់ពីករសិក+=្សវ្ជវេនះ្តAវបនប"្ប់
នងខ្%ំនឹងបេង,-ះរបយករណ៍ៃនករសិក-9េនះ េហើយ្បប់អ្កពីអស័យដE-នេដើម-Hីទញយក
របយករណ៍េនះ។
Privacy and Confidentiality: Data from the survey will be summarized into broad
categories. No personal identifying information will be included with the research results.
All answers will be kept anonymous and confidential to the extent allowed by law.
Agencies with research oversight, such as University of Hawai‘i Committee on Human
Studies, have the authority to review the research data. All research records will be stored
in a secured file accessible only to the primary investigator. All research records will be
destroyed upon completion of the project.
បុគ្លិកភព និងករសំងត់ ៖ ទិន្ន័យែដលបនពីសម្ង់េនះ នឹង្តBវសេង្បេនក្Fងជំពូកធំៗ។
ដូេច្ះព័ត៌មន ែដលទក់ទងនឹងអត្ស89:ណរបស់អ្កនឹងមិន្តAវបនបD្Fលេទក្Hង
របយករណ៍។ ្គប់ចេម្ើយទំងអស់នឹង ្ត9វរក<=េអយមនភពអនមិក និងសំងត់
េទតមច&'ប់កំណត់។ ភ0&ក់ងរ្ត4តពិនិត%&េមើលករសិក%/្សវ្ជវ ដូចជគណកម្ករ
ករសិក&'អំពីមនុស&/ៃនសកលវ4ទ&6ល័យហៃវ: មនសមត្កិច្ពិនិត&@ និងេសើេរDទិន្ន័យៃន
ករសិក&'្សវ្ជវ។ កំណត់្តេផ&4ងៗែដលពក់ព័ន្នឹងករសិក&'្សវ្ជវ នឹង្ត@វតម្ល់
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ទុកេនក្'ងទីទុកឯកសរមួយែដលមនសុវត្ភពបំផុត េហើយមនែតនងខ្-ំែតម/0ក់ប៉ុេណ70ះ
ែដលអចេបើកវបន។ នងខ្2ំនឹង កំេទចកំណត់្ត ទំងេនះេចល េ្កយេពលករសិកDE
្សវ្ជវេនះ្ត)វបនប,្ប់។
Participation is voluntary. You may choose not to fill out the survey and withdraw or stop
at anytime. This study is completely independent from your school and your participation
will have no effect on your involvement or grades in your school.
ករចូលរួមេនះជកស្័្គចិត្។ អ្កអចេ្ជើសេរ;សមិនចូលរួម រ<អចឈប់ចូលរួមេពលណ
ក៏បន។ ករសិក*+ ្សវ្ជវេនះមិនពក់ព័ន្នឹងករសិក*+របស់អ្កេនេដប*+តិម៉ង់
ភសអង់េគ្ស េហើយករចូលរួមរ4អត់ មិនមនឥទ្ិពលអ្ីេទេលើពិន្Aក្AងករសិកDEរបស់អ្ក។
Questions: If you have any questions about this survey please contact Dr. Jeffrey Ady at
(808) 956-7010 or jady@hawaii.edu. If you have any concerns or questions about your
rights as a research participant please contact the UH Committee on Human Studies at
(808) 956-5007 or uhirb@hawaii.edu.
សំណ$រ ៖ ្បសិនេបើអ្កមនសំណ$រេផ23ងៗអំពីសម្ង់េនះ សូមទក់ទងេលកបណ5ិត Jeffrey
Ady តមរយៈេលខទូរស័ព្ ៨០៨ ៩៥៦ ៧០១០ រ" jady@hawaii.edu។ ្បសិនេបើ
អ្កមនចម្ល់ទក់ទិនេទនឹងសិទ្ិរបស់អ្ក ក្6ងនមជអ្កចូលរួមក្6ងករសិក<=្សវ្ជវ
សូមទក់ទងមក គណកម្ករករសិក"#អំពីមនុស",ៃនសកលវ1ទ"3ល័យហៃវ7
តមរយៈេលខទូរស័ព្ ៨០៨ ៩៥៦ ៥០០៧ រ" uhirb@hawaii.edu។
Approval: By completing the first page of the survey, I am indicating that I am 18 years
or older and that I understand the procedures and conditions of my participation
described above and I agree to participate in this study.
សច#$នុម័ត ៖ ករបំេពញទំព័រទី១ៃនសម្ង់េនះ មនន័យថខ្0ំមនអយុ១៨ឆ"#ំ រ&ចស់ជងេនះ
និងមនន័យថខ្*ំបនយល់ពីនីតិវ3ធីនិងលក្ខណ8េផ;<ងៗៃនករចូលរួមរបស់ខ្*ំ
េហើយក៏មនន័យថខ្*ំយល់្ពមចូលរួមក្*ងករសិក:;្សវ្ជវេនះផងែដរ។
Note: Please print this form for your records.
ចំណំ៖ សូមផ្ិតកិច្្ពមេ្ពៀងេនះ េដើម78ីទុកជឯកសររបស់អ្ក។
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* Required
Part 1: Personal background
ែផ្កទី១៖ ្បវត្ិរូបផ+,ល់ខ្1ន
1. Gender េភទ *
 Female ្សី
 Male ្បុស
2. Age (in years) អយុ (គិតជឆ)*ំ) *
ចូរវយអយុរបស់អ្កេនក្0ង្បអប់េនះ។

3. Level of Education កំរ$តៃនករសិក+,អប់រ0 *
 Year 1 ឆ"#ំទ១
ី
 Year 2 ឆ"#ំទ២
ី
 Year 3 ឆ"#ំទ៣
ី
 Year 4 ឆ"#ំទ៤
ី
4. Your father's occupation មុខរបររបស់ឳពុករបស់អ្ក *
 Government official ម"ន្ីរជករ
 NGO worker អង្ករេ្ករដ*+ភិបល
 Businessman អ្កជំនួញ
 Farmer កសិករ
 Other: េផ#$ងេទៀត
5. Your mother's occupation មុខរបររបស់ម)*យរបស់អ្ក *
 Government official ម"ន្ីរជករ
 NGO worker អង្ករេ្ករដ*+ភិបល
 Businesswoman អ្កជំនួញ
 Farmer កសិករ
 Other: េផ#$ងេទៀត
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6. Who is the breadwinner in your family? ក្#ង្គ'សររបស់អ្ក េតើអ្កណជអ្ករកសុី
ចិ#្ឹម្គ)សរ? *
 Father ឳពុក
 Mother ម"#យ
 Brother បងរ$ប្&ន្បុស
 Sister បងរ$បន
្& ្សី
 Self ខ្#នឯង
7. Birthplace ទីកែន្ងកំេណើត *
 Phnom Penh ភ្ំេពញ
 Province េខត្
 Outside Cambodia េ្ក្បេទសកម្*ជ
8. Marital status ស"#នភព្គ)សរ *
 Single េនលីវ
 Married េរៀបករ
 Divorced ែលងលះ
 Widow/Widower េមម$%យ រ( េពះម$%យ
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Part 2: Code of Comportment for Women
ែផ្កទី២ ៖ ចរ#យ មយទ និងអកប'(កិរ*យរបស់.ស្ី្គប់លក្ណ៍
In this section, you are being asked questions about the code of comportment for women.
The questions are not asking whether you think the code exists; they are asking whether
you agree with the elements of the code itself.
ក្#ងែផ្កេនះ អ្កនឹង្ត.វេឆ្ើយសំណ7រអំពីចរ<យ មយទនិងអកបCDកិរ<យរបស់Fស្ី
ែដលែចងេនក្*ងច+,ប់្សី។ ប34+ក់ ៖ សំណ8រទំងេនះ មិនសួរថេតើអ្កបនដឹងពីច+,ប់េនះ
រ"ថច%&ប់េនះែចងែបបេនះែមនរ"មិនែមន ប៉ែុ ន្សួរេអយអ្កបេ.្ញករយល់េឃើញ
រ"ទស%&នៈរបស់អ្កចំេពះចរ'យមយទនិងអកប12កិរ'យទំងេនះ។
9. When a woman talks, especially to her husband and parents, she should be soft in
her words. េនេពលនរ'ម)*ក់និយយស្ី ជពិេសសជមួយស8*មីនិងឳពុកម<*យ
នងគួរែតេ្បើពក./ទន់ភ្ន់។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

10. When a woman talks, especially to her husband and parents, she should be sweet
in her words. េនេពលនរ'ម)*ក់និយយស្ី ជពិេសសជមួយស8*មីនិងឳពុកម<*យ
នងគួរែតេ្បើពក,-ែផ្មែល្ម។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

11. A woman should not be loud.
ក្#ងនមជនរ)ម+,ក់ នងមិនគួរនិយយខ5,ំងៗ លឺៗ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

12. A woman should walk so silently that nobody can hear the sound of her skirt
rustling.
នរ# េពលេដើរ គួរែតេដើរថ្មៗ និងេចៀសវងរលស់ជយសំពត់ខ>?ំងៗ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

13. A woman should never argue with her husband even if he is angry and cursing
her.
នរ# មិនគួរ្បែកកសំដីជមួយស45មី េទះបីជស45មីខឹងនិងេជរនងយ>5ងណក៏េដយ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

14. A woman should always swallow all the anger and convert it to a smile when her
husband is thrusting anger at her.
នរ# គួរេលបកំហឹងទំងអស់ េហើយញញឹមជនិច្ េនេពលស>?មីបេA្ញកំហឹងដក់នង។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

15. A woman should be cautious of her words.
នរ# គួរមនករ្បុង្បយ័ត្ជនិច្ េនេពលនិយយស្ី។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

Part 3: Activities of the perfectly virtuous woman
ែផ្កទី៣ ៖ ទេង្ើ រ(សកម្ភពែដល2ស្ីម67ក់គួរេធ្ើ
In this section, you are being asked questions about the code of activity for women. The
questions are not asking whether you think the code exists; they are asking whether you
agree with the elements of the code itself.
ក្#ងែផ្កេនះ អ្កនឹង្ត.វេឆ្ើយសំណ7រអំពីចរ<យ ទេង្ើ រ@សកម្ភពែដលFស្ីមIJក់គួរេធ្ើែដលែចង
េនក្%ងច()ប់្សី។ ប01(ក់ ៖ សំណ5រទំងេនះ មិនសួរថេតើអ្កបនដឹងពីច()ប់េនះ
រ"ថច%&ប់េនះែចងែបបេនះែមនរ"មិនែមន ប៉ុែន្សួរេអយអ្កបេ:្ញករយល់េឃើញ រ)ទស,-នៈ
របស់អ្កចំេពះទេង្ើ រ+សកម្ភពែដល5ស្ីម9:ក់គួរេធ្ើ។
16. A woman should serve her husband.
នរ# គួរបំេរ#ស*មី។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

17. A woman should be able to cook good food.
នរ# គួរេចះេធ្ើម្.បឆ12ញ់ៗ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

18. A woman should be able to produce/collect food in the fields.
នរ# គួរែតមនសមត្ភពក្1ងករផលិត រ7រកចំណីអហរ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

19. A woman should bear a child.
នរ# គួរែតបេង្ើតកូន។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

20. A woman should be exclusively responsible for childcare.
នរ# គួរែតទទួលខុស្ត.វទំង្សុងចំេពះករេមើលែថរក<=កូន។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

21. A woman should prioritize her husband’s and parents’ needs.
នរ# គួរែតផ្ល់អទិភពដំបូងេទដល់ត្ម6វកររបស់ស;<មីនិងឳពុកមC<យ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

Part 4: Sexuality
ែផ្កទី៤ ៖ េរឿងទក់ទងនឹងេភទ
In this section, you are being asked questions about the code of sexuality for women. The
questions are not asking whether you think the code exists; they are asking whether you
agree with the elements of the code itself.
ក្#ងែផ្កេនះ អ្កនឹង្ត.វេឆ្ើយសំណ7រអំពីេរឿងទក់ទងនឹងេភទែដលែចងេនក្#ងចDEប់្សី។
ប"#$ក់ ៖ សំណ+រ ទំងេនះ មិនសួរថេតើអ្កបនដឹងពីច89ប់េនះ រ<ថច89ប់េនះែចងែបបេនះ
ែមនរ%មិនែមន ប៉ុែន្សួរេអយអ្កបេ3្ញ ករយល់េឃើញ រ%ទស<=នៈរបស់អ្កចំេពះេរឿង
ទក់ទងនឹងេភទទំងេនះ។
22. A woman should be a virgin before she gets married.
នរ# គួរែតេនបរ+សុទ្ មុនេពលនងេរៀបករ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

23. A woman is not supposed to go out alone.
នរ# មិនគួរេចញេទេ្ករ/េនេ្កផ្ះែតម78ក់ឯង។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

24. A woman should not laugh loudly.
នរ# មិនគួរេសើចលឺៗ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

25. A woman is not supposed to work in a place where only men are around.
នរ# មិនគួរេធ្ើករេនកែន្ងែដលមនែតមនុស-.្បុសេធ្ើករេនះេទ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

Part 5: Attitudes toward Contemporary Policies in Cambodia
ែផ្កទី៥ ៖ ឥរ$យបទចំេពះេគលនិងេយបយនសហសម័យក្;ង្បេទសកម្;ជ
26. Husband and wife shall be equal in all aspects.
ស"#មី និងភរ+យមនភពេស្ើគ5#្គប់យ:#ង។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

27. I support policies to equalize gender in decision making.
ខ្#ំគំ្ទនូវរល់េគលនេយបយែដលេធ្ើេអយមនសមភពរវង9ស្ីនិងបុរស
េនក្%ងករសំេរចចិត្។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

28. I support policies regarding literacy as a requirement of being a candidate for
public office.
ខ្#ំគំ្ទនូវេគលនេយបយែដលតំរូវេអយរល់េបក្ជនែដលអចឈរេឈ>?ះេធ្ើជមFន្ីសធរ
ណៈ ្ត%វេចះអន និងសរេសរភសែខ្រ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

29. Which of the following groups do you feel should serve in the Commune/Sangkat
Councils?
េតើអ្កយល់ថ្កុមណមួយ គួរបំេរ4ករេនក្7ង្កុម្បឹក:;ឃុំ/សង?:ត់។
You can choose more than one answer.
អ្កអចេរ(សចេម្ើយបនេលើសពីមួយ សំរប់សំណ'រេនះ។
£ Single men បុរសេនលីវ
£ Married men បុរសែដលេរៀបករេហើយ
£ Divorced men េពះម%&យែលង្បពន្ រ1្បពន្ែលង
£ Widowers េពះម%&យ្បពន្ស.&ប់
£ Single women !ស្ីេនលីវ
£ Married women !ស្ីែដលេរៀបករេហើយ
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£ Divorced women េមម$%យែលងប្ី រ.ប្ីែលង
£ Widows េមម$%យប្ីស+%ប់
30. Rank the top four answers to the above question.
សូមេរៀបចេម្ើយរបស់អ្កស្មប់សំណ2រខងេលើេនះពីលំដប់កំពូលរ<សំខន់េអយបន៤។
សូមសរេសរចេម្ើយរបស់អ្កក្/ង្បអប់ខងេ្កម។
For example: Single men, married men, divorced men, and widowers should serve in the
Commune/Sangkat Councils.
ឧទហរណ៍៖ អ្កែដលសក្ិសមបំផុតក្7ងករបំេរ%ករេនក្*ង្កុម្បឹក01ឃុំ/សង50ត់
គឺបុរសេនលីវ, បុរសែដលេរៀបករេហើយ, េពះម67យែលង្បពន្រ=្បពន្ែលង,
និងេពះម()យ្បពន្ស0)ប់។

31. Gender balance is necessary for development in Cambodia.
ភពេស្ើគ()រវងបុរសនិង1ស្ី មនសរសំខន់ណស់ស្មប់ករអភិវឌ"#េន្បេទសកម្-ជ។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

32. In Cambodia, women do not understand development.
!ស្ីេនកម្*ជ មិនយល់ដឹងពីករអភិវឌ;<។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

33. In Cambodia, women should be involved in the Commune/Sangkat planning.
!ស្ី គួរចូលរួមក្.ងករេរៀបចំគេ្មងសំរប់ឃុំ/សង<=ត់។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

34. In Cambodia, women should be involved in the Commune/Sangkat budgeting.
!ស្ី គួរចូលរួមក្.ងករចត់ែចងថវ7កសំរប់ឃុំ/សង>?ត់។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

35. Women should be involved in Commune/Sangkat governance because
!ស្ី គួរចូលរួមក្.ងរដ្បលឃុំ/សង78ត់េ្ពះ
You can choose more than one answer
អ្កអចេរ(សចេម្ើយបនេលើសពីមួយ ចំេពះសំណ8រេនះ។
£ Women are the majority. (Women = 51.4% in 2008) ភគេ្ចើនៃន្បជជនែខ្រ ជ0ស្ី។
(េយងតមជំេរឿន២០០៨ !ស្ីមន៥១,៤%ៃន្បជជនសរុប។)
£ Women are the most vulnerable sector of society. !ស្ីជ្កុមែដលងយរងេ្គះបំផុត។
£ Women are the mothers of the world. !ស្ីជមតៃនពិភពេលក។
£ Women's wages are not sufficient. ្បក់ែខរបស់*ស្ី មិន្គប់្គន់។
£ Women's ideas are not usually considered a priority. គំនិតេយបល់របស់-ស្ី
ភគេ្ចើនមិន្ត+វបនេគេអយអទិភព។
£ Women's ideas are overlooked unless special attention is paid to them.
គំនិតេយបល់របស់-ស្ី
្ត#វបនេគេមើលរ-លង េលើកែលងែតមនករយកចិតទ
្ ុកដក់យ'(ងពិេសសណមួយ។
£ Other: េផ#$ងេទៀត
36. Rank the top three answers to the above question.
សូមេរៀបចេម្ើយរបស់អ្កស្មប់សំណ4រខងេលើេនះពីលំដប់កំពូលរ=សំខន់េអយបន៣។
សូមសរេសរចេម្ើយ របស់អ្កក្/ង្បអប់ខងេ្កម។
For example: women are the majority, women are the most vulnerable sector of society,
women are the mothers of the world, and women's wages are not sufficient.
ឧទហរណ៍៖ អ្កែដលសក្ិសមបំផុតក្7ងករបំេរ;ករេនក្7ង្កុម្បឹក?@ឃុំ/សងC?ត់ គឺ
ភគេ្ចើនៃន្បជជនែខ្រ ជ0ស្ី, 0ស្ីជ្កុមែដលងយរងេ្គះបំផុត,
និង$ស្ីជមតៃនពិភពេលក។
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37. There are enough women in the Commune/Sangkat Councils.
សព្ៃថ្េនះ មន+ស្ី្គប់្គន់បំេរ5ករេនក្:ង្កុម្បឹក?@ឃុំ/សងC?ត់។
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

1

2

3

4

5











Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

38. Traditional gender roles influence the number of women serving in the
Commune/Sangkat Councils.
តួនទីតមេភទ ជះឥទ្ិពលេលើចំនួន5ស្ីបំេរ:ករក្>ង្កុម្បឹកCDឃុំ/សងGCត់។
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

1

2

3

4

5











Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

39. I will still vote for my favorite political party if the party assigns a woman to be
the first candidate on the ballot for Commune/Sangkat Council election.
ខ្#ំេនែតេបះេឆ,-តេអយគណបក-4ែដលខ្#ំធ8-ប់ែតេជឿជក់និងគំ្ទ
េទះបីជគណបក*+េនះដក់!ស្ីេនក្)ងេលខ េរៀងទី១
ក្#ងប&្ីេបក្ជនស្មប់ករេបះេឆ67តឃុំ/សង=7ត់។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5

    

Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

40. If one female member of my family (mother, wife, sister, or daughter) decides to
run as a Commune/Sangkat councilor, I will support her.
្បសិនេបើ សមជិក្គ,សរ(ម/0យ, ភរ3យ, បងរ6ប្8ន្សី, រ6កូន្សី)របស់ខ្>ំណមA0ក់
សំេរចចិត្ឈរេឈ+,ះជ េបក្ជនសំរប់ករេបះេឆ9,ត្កុម្បឹក,>ឃុំ/សងA,ត់
េនះខ្&ំនឹងគំ្ទគត់។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

41. A female Commune/Sangkat councilor really belongs at home.
!ស្ីែដលមនតំែណងេនក្2ង្កុម្បឹក89ឃុំ/សង<8ត់ ពិតជមិនដឹង/ស<8ល់ខ្ស់ទប
(េ្ពះខ្'នជ*ស្ី តមចស់ បុរណខ្'នគួរែតេនផ្ះ)។
1
Strongly disagree
ជំទស់ទំង្សុង

2

3

4

5
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Strongly agree
យល់្សបទំង្សុង

Appendix B: Descriptive Statistics
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Descriptive Statistics

Gender
Age (in years)
Level of Education
Your father's
occupation
Your mother's
occupation
Who's the breadwinner
in your family?
Birthplace
Marital status
When a woman talks,
especially to her
husband and parents,
she should be soft in
her words.
When a woman talks,
especially to her
husband and parents,
she should be sweet in
her words.
A woman should not
be loud.
A woman should walk
so silently that nobody
can hear the sound of
her skirt rustling.
A woman should never
argue with her husband
even if he is angry and
cursing her.

N
163
163
163
163

Minimu Maximu
m
m
1
2
18
28
1
4
1
11

Mean
1.41
20.61
2.88
2.59

Std.
Deviation
.494
1.588
.822
2.134

163

1

16

5.18

4.362

163

1

5

1.32

.655

163
163
161

1
1
1

2
2
5

1.32
1.02
3.96

.468
.155
.809

163

1

5

3.64

.760

162

1

5

3.52

.992

163

1

5

3.34

1.187

162

1

5

1.93

.979
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A woman should
always swallow all the
anger and convert it to
a smile when her
husband is thrusting
anger at her.
A woman should be
cautious of her words.
A woman should serve
her husband.
A woman should be
able to cook good food.
A woman should be
able to produce/collect
food in the fields.
A woman should bear a
child.
A woman should be
exclusively responsible
for childcare.
A woman should
prioritize her husband's
and parents' needs.
A woman should be a
virgin before she gets
married.
A woman is not
supposed to go out
alone.
A woman should not
laugh loudly.
A woman is not
supposed to work in a
place where only men
are around.
Husband and wife shall
be equal in all aspects.
I support policies to
equalize gender in
decision-making.

163

1

5

2.01

.969

163

1

5

3.82

.881

163

1

5

2.67

.981

163

1

5

3.31

1.002

162

1

5

2.98

1.066

162

1

5

3.27

1.148

163

1

5

2.12

1.097

163

1

5

2.65

.946

163

1

5

3.77

1.124

163

1

5

2.86

1.186

163

1

5

2.85

1.046

162

1

5

2.09

1.074

161

3

5

4.75

.537

162

1

5

4.81

.537
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I support policies
regarding literacy as a
requirement of being a
candidate for public
office.
Gender balance is
necessary for
development in
Cambodia.
In Cambodia, women
don't understand
development.
In Cambodia, women
should be involved in
the Commune/Sangkat
planning.
In Cambodia, women
should be involved in
the Commune/Sangkat
budgeting.
There are enough
women in the
Commune/Sangkat
Councils.
Traditional gender
roles influence the
number of women
serving in the
Commune/Sangkat
Councils.
I will still vote for my
favorite political party
if the party assigns a
woman to be the first
candidate on the ballot
for Commune/Sangkat
Council election.

162

1

5

4.62

.764

162

3

5

4.76

.470

162

1

4

2.44

.899

158

1

5

4.55

.644

161

3

5

4.55

.611

160

1

5

2.55

.976

161

1

5

3.78

.966

160

1

5

3.93

1.096
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If one female member
of my family (mother,
wife, sister, or
daughter) decides to
run as a
Commune/Sangkat
councilor, I will
support her.
A female
Commune/Sangkat
councilor really
belongs at home.
Valid N (listwise)

161

2

5

4.40

.786

163

1

5

1.61

.977

143
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Appendix C: Tables
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Table 1
Characteristics of Participants
Characteristics
Gender
Male
Female
Age
18 years old
19 years old
20 years old
21 years old
22 years old
23 years old
24 years old
25 years old
26 years old
27 years old
28 years old

N
163

Frequency (%)
96 (58.9%)
67 (41.1%)

163
9 (5.5%)
31 (19.0%)
42 (25.8%)
42 (25.8%)
23 (14.1%)
11 (6.7%)
2 (1.2%)
1 (.6%)
0 (.0%)
1 (.6%)
1 (.6%)
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Level of Education
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Father’s Occupation
Government Official
NGO Worker
Businessman
Farmer
Other
Teacher
Seller
Driver
Soldier
Police
Retired
Passed away
Mother’s Occupation
Government Official
NGO Worker
Businessman
Farmer
Other
Teacher
Seller
Retired
Housewife
Librarian
Caretaker
Doctor
Lecturer
Breadwinner in the Family
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Self
Birthplace
Phnom Penh
Province
Outside Cambodia
Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced

163
8 (4.9%)
42 (25.8%)
75 (46.0%)
38 (23.3%)
163
74 (45.4%)
7 (4.3%)
55 (33.7%)
12 (7.4%)
1 (.6%)
5 (3.1%)
1 (.6%)
1 (.6%)
1 (.6%)
4 (2.5%)
2 (1.2%)
163
34 (20.9%)
1 (.6%)
66 (40.5%)
13 (8.0%)
1 (.6%)
5 (3.1%)
1 (.6%)
38 (23.3%)
1 (.6%)
1 (.6%)
1 (.6%)
1 (.6%)
163
121 (74.2%)
37 (22.7%)
2 (1.2%)
1 (.6%)
2 (1.2%)
163
111 (68.1%)
52 (31.9%)
0 (.0%)
163
159 (97.2%)
4 (2.5%)
0 (.0%)
68

Widow/Widower

0 (.0%)
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Table 2
Value Statements related to Comportment
Factors

Items

Factor
Loading

Verbal
Comportment
When a woman talks, especially to her
husband and parents, she should be soft
in her words.
When a woman talks, especially to her
husband and parents, she should be sweet
in her words.
A woman should not be loud.
A woman should walk so silently that
nobody can hear the sound of her skirt
rustling.
A woman should be cautious of her words.

.758

A woman should never argue with her
husband even if he is angry and cursing
her.
A woman should always swallow all the
anger and convert it to a smile when her
husband is thrusting anger at her.

.829

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.769

.632
.754
.741
.624

Calm

.753
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.907

Table 3
Value Statements related to Activities
Factors

Items

Factor
Loading

Women’s
roles in family
including
children,
husband, and
parents
A woman should serve her husband.
A woman should bear a child.
A woman should be exclusively responsible
for childcare.
A woman should prioritize parents’ needs.

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.751

.567
.665
.859
.757

Women in
charge of food

.670
A woman should be able to cook good food.
A woman should be able to produce/collect
food in the fields

71

.828
.827

Table 4
Value Statements related to Sexuality
Factors

Items

Factor
Loading

Sexuality:
Restriction on
physical
contact
between men
and women
A woman should be a virgin before she gets
married.
A woman is not supposed to go out alone.
A woman should not laugh loudly.
A woman is not supposed to work in a place
where only men are around.

72

.709
.797
.738
.649

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.698

Table 5
Attitude towards Contemporary Policies
Factors

Items

Factor
Loading

Gender
equality in
development
Gender balance is necessary for development
in Cambodia.
In Cambodia, women should be involved in
the commune/Sangkat planning.
In Cambodia, women should be involved in
the commune/Sangkat budgeting.

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.705

.592
.812
.805

Support for
equality

.621
Husband and wife shall be equal in all
aspects.
I support policies to equalize gender in
decision-making.
I support policies regarding literacy as a
requirement of being a candidate for
public office.

.657
.840
.704

Support in
Election

.388
I will still vote for my favorite political party
if the party assigns a woman to be the
first candidate on the ballot for
commune/Sangkat council election.
If one member of my family (mother, wife,
sister, or daughter) decides to run as a
commune/Sangkat councilor, I will
support her.

.778

.641

Situation of
Female
commune/San
gkat councilor

.435

There are enough women in the
commune/Sangkat councils.
A female commune/Sangkat councilor really
belongs at home.

.767

Traditional gender roles influence the
number of women serving in the
commune/Sangkat councils.

.775

.798

Influence
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Table 6
Relationships between Values and Attitudes
Support for Gender
Equality Policies

General Support for
equality

Verbal Comportment

r = .018
p = .822

r = .076
p = .340

Calm

r = -.233**
p = .003

r = -.173*
p = .028

Women’s roles in family
including children, husband, and
parents

r = -.127
p = .108

r = -.041
p = .602

Women in charge of food

r = .033
p = .679

r = -.047
p = .554

Sexuality

r = .002
p = .980

r = -.016
p = .839

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.005 level (2-tailed).
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Table 7
New components when all seventeen value statement items were used in the principal
components analysis
Factors

Items

Factor
Loading

Factor 1
A woman should not be loud.
A woman should walk so silently that
nobody can hear the sound of her skirt
rustling.
A woman should be a virgin before she gets
married.
A woman is not supposed to go out alone.
A woman should not laugh loudly.

Cronbach’s
Alpha
.776

.697
.675
.634
.607
.764

Factor 2

.670
A woman should serve her husband.
A woman should be able to cook good food.
A woman should be able to produce/collect
food in the fields.

.545
.790
.767

Factor 3

.740
A woman should bear a child.
A woman should be exclusively responsible
for childcare.
A woman should prioritize her husband and
parents’ needs.
A woman is not supposed to work in a place
where only men are around.

.552
.849
.627
.646

Factor 4

.666
When a woman talks, especially to her
husband and parents, she should be soft
in her words.
When a woman talks, especially to her
husband and parents, she should be sweet
in her words.

.756
.782

Factor 5

.753
A woman should never argue with her
husband even if he is angry and cursing
her.
A woman should always swallow all the
anger and convert it to a smile when her
husband is thrusting anger at her.

.780
.888

Note: The following item did not appear to have factor loading value.
• “A woman should be cautious of her words."
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